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Abstract

Online social media such as delicious and digg are
represented as tripartite networks whose vertices
are users, tags, and resources. Detecting commu-
nities from such tripartite networks is practically
important. Newman-Girvan modularity is often
used as the criteria for evaluating the goodness of
network divisions into communities. Murata has
extended Newman-Girvan modularity in order to
evaluate the quality of the division of tripartite net-
works. This paper shows the results of community
detection from large-scale real social tagging net-
works based on Murata’s tripartite modularity.

1 Introduction
Relations among real-world entities are often represented as
n-partite networks that are composed ofn types of vertices.
Paper-author networks and event-attendee networks are the
examples of bipartite networks, and user-resource-tag net-
works of social tagging systems are the examples of tri-
partite networks. Detecting communities (subnetworks that
are densely connected inside and sparsely connected outside)
from such n-partite networks is practically important for find-
ing similar entities and understanding the structure of social
media. (Figure 1)

As a naive approach for transforming n-partite networks
into unipartite networks, projection is often employed for the
sake of convenience. However, it is pointed out that qual-
ities of the communities obtained from projected networks
are worse than those from original non-unipartite networks
[Guimeraet al., 2007].

As a metric for evaluating the goodness of detected com-
munities, Newman-Girvan modularity[Newman and Gir-
van, 2004] is often employed. Optimizing the modularity
is one of the popular strategies for detecting communities
from networks. Since it is not suitable for n-partite net-
works, some researchers extend its definition for bipartite net-
works, such as the definitions given by Barber[Barber, 2007],
Guimera[Guimeraet al., 2007], Murata[Murata, 2009] and
Suzuki[Suzuki and Wakita, 2009].

Defining suitable tripartite modularity and optimizing it
for detecting communities are practically important for the
networks of social tagging systems, which are composed of

Figure 1: Social Media as a Tripartite Network

users, resources and tags. As an attempt to extend modu-
larity for tripartite networks, Neubauer proposes a tripartite
modularity [Neubauer and Obermayer, 2009] based on Mu-
rata’s bipartite modularity. His approach is to project a tri-
partite network into three bipartite networks and then apply
Murata’s bipartite modularity. However, Neubauer’s tripar-
tite modularity still needs projection, and projection will lose
some of the information that original tripartite network has.
Murata therefore proposes a new tripartite modularity for tri-
partite networks[Murata, 2010a][Murata, 2010b], which will
be explained in Section 2.2. There are some other attempts
for detecting communities from tripartite networks[Neubauer
and Obermayer, 2010][Ghoshet al., 2011].

In general, detecting communities from real tripartite net-
works is computationally expensive. This paper employs an
approximate method for optimizing Murata’s tripartite mod-
ularity. Our method employs spectral partitioning, and it has
abilities of detecting communities from tripartite networks
that are composed of thousands of nodes and tens of thou-
sands of hyperedges. The contribution of this paper is that
optimization of the tripartite modularity is attempted for real
tripartite networks which are much larger than the ones used
in previous research.



2 Related Works
2.1 Community Detection from Heterogeneous

Networks
Several attempts have been made for detecting communities
from heterogeneous networks. For example, Lin et al. pro-
pose MetaFac[Lin et al., 2009], an algorithm for community
detection based on tensor decomposition. Sun et al. proposes
NetClus, an algorithm for clustering star networks[Sunet al.,
2009]. Tang et al. propose an algorithm for clustering based
on evolutionary clustering[Tanget al., 2008].

Our approach is based on modularity optimization, which
is one of the most popular methods for community detection
from unipartite networks. If we can define suitable modu-
larity for heterogeneous networks, the know-hows of modu-
larity optimization can be used for heterogeneous networks.
In addition to that, our approach is different from the above
approaches in that each community is composed of the ver-
tices of the same type. Correspondences of the communities
of different vertex types will give insights to the structures of
heterogeneous networks.

2.2 Modularity
Newman-Girvan modularity[Newman and Girvan, 2004] is
a quantitative measurement for the quality of a particular di-
vision of unipartite network. Let us consider a particular di-
vision of a network intok communities. Let us supposeM
is the number of edges in a network;V is a set of all vertices
in the network; andVl andVm are the communities.A(i, j)
is an adjacency matrix of the network whose(i, j) element is
equal to 1 if there is an edge between verticesi andj, and is
equal to 0 otherwise. Then we can defineelm, the fraction of
all edges in the network that connect vertices in communityl
to vertices in communitym:

elm =
1

2M

∑
i∈Vl

∑
j∈Vm

A(i, j) (1)

We further define ak × k symmetric matrixE composed of
elm as its(l,m) element, and its row sumsal:

al =
∑
m

elm =
1

2M

∑
i∈Vl

∑
j∈V

A(i, j) (2)

If a network had edges between vertices regardless of the
communities they belong to, we would haveelm = alam

for this network. Newman-Girvan modularity is thus defined
as follows:

Q =
∑

l

(ell − a2
l ) (3)

2.3 Murata’s Tripartite Modularity
Murata defines a new tripartite modularity[Murata,
2010a][Murata, 2010b] in a way that the correspondence of
the communities of three vertex types are clearly indicated.

Let us suppose that a tripartite networkG is described as
(V,E), whereV is a set of vertices, andE is a set of hyper-
edges.V is composed of three types of vertices:V X , V Y ,
andV Z . A hyperedge connects triples of the vertices(i, j, k),
wherei ∈ V X , j ∈ V Y , andk ∈ V Z , respectively. Suppose

thatdeg(i) is the number of hyperedges that connect to vertex
i.

A(i, j, k) is an adjacency matrix for a tripartite network.
The elementA(i, j, k) of the adjacency matrix is 1 if vertices
i, j, andk are connected with a hyperedge, otherwise it is
0. A community in a tripartite network is defined as a sub-
set of vertices of a single type in this paper, although Barber
defines it as a subset of all types of vertices. We employ the
above definition since there can be one-to-many correspon-
dence among the communities of different vertex types.

M is the number of hyperedges in a tripartite network,
and thatV is a set of all vertices in the tripartite net-
work. Consider a particular division of the tripartite net-
work into X-vertex communities, Y-vertex communities, and
Z-vertex communities, and the numbers of the communities
areLX , LY , andLZ , respectively. V X , V Y , andV Z are
the sets of the communities of X-vertices, Y-vertices, and
Z-vertices, andV X

l , V Y
m , andV Z

n are the individual com-
munities that belong to the sets (V X = {V X

1 , ..., V X
LX},

V Y = {V Y
1 , ..., V Y

LY }, V Z = {V Z
1 , ..., V Z

LZ}). EXY , EY Z ,
andEZX are the sets of the edges that connect vertex pairs (X
and Y), (Y and Z), and (Z and X), respectively. The number
of edges in these sets are equal. (|EXY | = |EY Z | = |EZX |)

Under the condition that the vertices ofV X
l , V Y

m , andV Z
n

are of different types, we can defineelmn (the fraction of all
edges that connect vertices inV X

l , V Y
m , andV Z

n ) and its sums
over three dimensions, such asal, am, andan.

elmn =
1
M

∑
i∈V X

l

∑
j∈V Y

m

∑
k∈V Z

n

A(i, j, k) (4)

aX
l =

∑
m

∑
n

elmn

=
1
M

∑
i∈V X

l

∑
j∈V Y

∑
k∈V Z

A(i, j, k) (5)

(6)

aY
m andaZ

n are defined in the same manner. SupposesX =∑
l a

X
l , sY =

∑
m aY

m, and sZ =
∑

n aZ
n . From the

above definitions, it is obvious thatsX = sY = sZ =∑
l

∑
m

∑
n elmn = 1. As in the case of unipartite networks,

if hyperedge connections are made at random, we would have
elmn = aX

l aY
maZ

n . Therefore,QX
l =

∑
m

∑
n(elmn −

alaman), wherem,n = argmax
j,k

(eljk), will be zero. On the

other hand, if hyperedges from X-vertices are mainly from the
vertices in communityV X

l , the value ofQX
l will be greater

than zero. The sum over all communities ofV X is as follows.

QX =
∑

l

QX
l

=
∑

l

∑
m

∑
n

(elmn − alaman) (7)

m, n = argmax
j,k

(eljk)

QX means the deviation of the number of hyperedges that
connectl-th X-vertex community and the corresponding (m-
th) Y-vertex community and (n-th) Z-vertex community, from



the expected number of randomly-connected hyperedges. A
largerQX value means stronger correspondence from thel-
th community to them-th Y-vertex community and then-th
Z-vertex community.QY andQZ are defined in the same
manner.

Murata’s tripartite modularityQM is defined as the average
of QX , QY andQZ .

QM =
1
3
(QX + QY + QZ) (8)

The main advantages of Murata’s new tripartite modularity
over Neubauer’s tripartite modularity are: 1) The former does
not employ projection, and 2) the former can be extended to
n-partite modularity.

3 Experiments
Community detection based on optimizing modularity is of-
ten employed for unipartite networks. However, optimizing
modularity is computationally expensive in general. There-
fore, several approaches (such as greedy techniques, simu-
lated annealing, external optimization, spectral optimization,
and so on) have been proposed for optimization[Fortunato,
2010].

Optimizing tripartite modularity is more computationally
expensive since the partition of only one vertex type af-
fects the goodness of overall partition. In order to optimize
the above tripartite modularity, the following approximate
method (Figure 2) is employed in our experiment.

function MaxQM :
var A(i, j, j): adjacency matrix;

maxn: maximum number of division;
begin

% similarity matrices ofV X , V Y , andV Z

AX
i,j := |Γ(V X

i )| ∪ |Γ(V X
j )|

AY
i,j := |Γ(V Y

i )| ∪ |Γ(V X
j )|

AZ
i,j := |Γ(V Z

i )| ∪ |Γ(V X
j )|

maxqm := 0;
(LX , LY , LZ):= (1,1,1);
repeat

% spectral partitioning
bipartitionV X based onAX

i,j (LX times)
bipartitionV Y based onAY

i,j (LY times)
bipartitionV Z based onAZ

i,j (LZ times)
computeQM for the above partition
if maxqm < QM then maxqm := QM

increment (LX , LY , LZ);
until (LX , LY , LZ) > (maxn, maxn,maxn);
MaxQM := maxqm

end:

Figure 2: Algorithm for optimizing tripartite modularity

1. Similarity matrices (AX
i,j , AY

i,j , andAZ
i,j) are generated

from given tripartite network based on (extended) com-
mon neighbors.

2. Then each vertex set is divided into communities using
spectral partitioning.

3. Tripartite modularity is computed for the division.

4. The above procedure is repeated for eachLX , LY , and
LZ . At the present stage,QM is computed for every
combinations ofLX , LY , andLZ . The maximum tri-
partite modularity is returned as the final result.

The reason for employing spectral partitioning is that it is
a divisive approach and relatively faster than agglomerative
ones. Other fast method (such as[Clausetet al., 2004]) can
be used for this procedure.

We use the data[Wetzkeret al., 2008] of delicious, a pop-
ular social tagging system that allows users to collaboratively
tag resources in the form of URLs. The 10000 tag assign-
ments posted on September 2003 are used for our experi-
ments. The number of users (X), URLs (Y) and tags (Z) are
820, 4750, and 2417, respectively.

In our experiment, each vertex set (V X , V Y , and V Z)
are divided intoLX , LY , LZ communities, and the tripar-
tite modularity (QM ) for the division is calculated. The num-
bers of communities (LX , LY , LZ) are set from(1, 1, 1) to
(15, 15, 15). Figure 3 shows the average values ofQM for
eachLX , LY , andLZ .

Tripartite modularity (QM ) takes its maximum value when
(LX , LY , LZ) are(3, 9, 2). We therefore set the numbers of
suitable communities for users (X), URLs (Y), and tags (Z)
as 3, 9, and 2, respectively.

Since users (X) are anonymized in the dataset, and there
are only two tag communities (Z), we show some examples
of the terms contained in URL communities (Y). The sizes
of nine URL communities are 211, 1433, 1154, 489, 71, 188,
464, 300, and 440. Although characterizing all these commu-
nities are not easy, some communities are surely character-
istic. For example, technical terms frequently appear in the
URLs of communities 4 and 8, and terms of shopping and
entertainments appear in the URLs of communities 2 and 5.

com 1 (211) de, uk, ca,...

com 2 (1433)burkesbackyard, milkandcookies, article...

com 3 (1154)uk, fr, it,...

com 4 (489) codeproject, java, linux,...

com 5 (71) links, milkandcookies, shiptheweb...

com 6 (188) de, fr, ru...

com 7 (464) library, research, article...

com 8 (300) sourceforge,wiki, blog...

com 9 (440) circuits, electronic, filter...

As far as the author knows, this is one of the first attempts
for detecting communities from large-scale real tripartite net-
works. Most of the previous research[Neubauer and Ober-
mayer, 2010][Ghoshet al., 2011] use small-size synthetic tri-
partite networks that are composed of at most hundreds of
nodes. Scalability is quite important for community detection
since there are many real large-scale heterogeneous networks.
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Figure 3: Users(X),URLs(Y),Tags(Z), and their tripartite
modularities

4 Concluding Remarks
This paper explains previous tripartite modularity and shows
the results of community detection using the data of real
tripartite networks. The result shown in this paper is the
first step for processing real heterogeneous networks that are
available in the social networks. Murata’s tripartite modu-
larity is based on an assumption that a community in cer-
tain vertex type corresponds to one or more communities in
other vertex types. However, this assumption may not be true
for some synthetic heterogeneous networks. Possibilities and
limitations of our method has to be analyzed in detail as our
future research.
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